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Welcome to your personal
Orchards Athletic Programme!
Name: _________________________________________________

There are a number of tasks for you to complete across the
year, to allow you to understand what is needed to become
a stronger, faster, higher and fairer athlete.
Contents:


Points Tracker



How to win awards



Impact of Nutrition



Sprint development



Further Running development



Standing Long Jump, Triple Jump



What is the Vertical Jump



Throwing further development



Relay development



Long Jump
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Athlete Programme Points Tracker
For every level you work through, you can add your points on here - don’t forget you can earn extra points completing the variety of tasks found
in the booklet! Ask a teacher to fill this in as you go, remember to check the different levels for the different sporting events, and how many
points you get for each level!
There are BONUS points (of up to 25) on offer for those who go ‘Above and Beyond’ with ANY part of
your athletics programme.
Have you got an idea of how you can do that?

Points Given Reason

Points Given Reason
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Points Given Reason

Athlete Programme Points Tracker—Page 2
For every level you work through, you can add your points on here - don’t forget you can earn extra points completing the variety of tasks found
in the booklet! Ask a teacher to fill this in as you go, remember to check the different levels for the different sporting events, and how many
points you get for each level!
There are BONUS points (of up to 25) on offer for those who go ‘Above and Beyond’ with ANY part of
your athletics programme.
Have you got an idea of how you can do that?

Points Given Reason

Points Given Reason
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Points Given Reason

How to win awards - boys
If you achieve one of the ‘Target Levels’ then tick it off on this page as you go!

Points Scheme

Target
LEVEL ONE
LEVEL TWO
BRONZE
SILVER
GOLD

(Points per sport)
Level 1 - 5 points
Level 2 - 10 points
Bronze - 15 points
Silver - 20 points
Gold - 25 points

Target
LEVEL ONE
LEVEL TWO
BRONZE
SILVER
GOLD

Standing Long
Jump
0.35m
0.95m
1.40m
1.65m
1.95m

Standing Triple
Jump
1m
2.40m
4m
4.60m
5.20m

70m Sprint
20 seconds
16 seconds
14 seconds
12 seconds
10.2 seconds

400m
2m 50s
2m 30s
2m 05s
1m 45s
1m 20s

Vertical Jump

Long Jump

8cm
12cm
20cm
32cm
43cm

1m
1.80m
2.50m
3.45m
3.75m

600m
6m
4m 10s
3m 10s
2m 25s
2m10s

GAIN A CERTIFICATE IF YOU
GET 50 POINTS - KEEP TRACK
ON THE BACK PAGE!

YOU NEED 200 POINTS TO
GET ‘GOLD ATHLETE’ AWARD
- CAN YOU DO IT?

Target
LEVEL ONE
LEVEL TWO
BRONZE
SILVER
GOLD

Ball
1m
11m
20m
27m
40m
5

Vortex
1m
11m
20m
27m
40m

How to win awards - girls
If you achieve one of the ‘Target Levels’ then tick it off on this page as you go!

Points Scheme

Target
LEVEL ONE
LEVEL TWO
BRONZE
SILVER
GOLD

(Points per sport)
Level 1 - 5 points
Level 2 - 10 points

Bronze - 15 points
Silver - 20 points
Gold - 25 points

Target
LEVEL ONE
LEVEL TWO
BRONZE
SILVER
GOLD

Standing Long
Jump
0.35m
0.90m
1.35m
1.55m
1.85m

Standing Triple
Jump
1m
2.40m
3.80m
4.40m
4.90m

70m Sprint
20 seconds
16.3 seconds
14.3 seconds
12.8 seconds
10..2 seconds

400m
2m 50s
2m 30s
2m 05s
1m 55s
1m 25s

Vertical Jump

Long Jump

7cm
11cm
19cm
31cm
42cm

1m
1.75m
2.45
3.25
3.55

600m
6m
4m 10s
3m 10s
2m 35s
2m15s

GAIN A CERTIFICATE IF YOU
GET 50 POINTS - KEEP
TRACK ON THE BACK PAGE!

YOU NEED 200 POINTS TO
GET ‘GOLD ATHLETE’ AWARD
- CAN YOU DO IT?

Target
LEVEL ONE
LEVEL TWO
BRONZE
SILVER
GOLD

Ball
1m
11m
15m
25m
36m
6

Vortex
1m
11m
15m
25m
36m

Training Ideas!
Stuck for what you can do at home or at play time to become a better athlete?
Here is a list of ideas proven to make you a healthier and fitter athlete!
Fill in the boxes at the bottom when you complete an exercise, for a bonus 10 points towards your Athletics Award.

1. Skipping 100 times on the spot
2. Skipping around the playground
3. Challenging friends to sprint races on the playground, in your garden, at the
park - everywhere!
4. Jog around the playground 5 times
5. Complete 15 sit ups, 15 star jumps and 15 burpees every morning in your bedroom
6. Go for a jog with an adult from home
7. Ultimate Star Jump challenge! 75 Star Jumps in a row!
8. Dance energetically to your favourite fast song

9. Plank for 30 seconds
10. Join other sports clubs inside and outside of school
The options are endless, what else can you come up with?
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How to get better at Sprinting
Here are some tips on improving your sprinting, try some out at home and in school and see how
you start to improve!
There is a lot of tips here, so don’t try them all at once.
Warm up
The harder you make yourself run, the more vital it is to warm up your muscles. Walk and run lightly for five to ten minutes before sprinting,
complete dynamic exercises like high knees, bottom kicks and skipping as well. This will get your body at its optimum temperature and get the
muscles ready to sprint. It will also reduce the chances of getting an injury.
Focus on posture and core
Keep you body upright, shoulders relaxed and away from your ears, and engage your stomach muscles to push yourself forward faster.
Run with a circular motion
Think like a cyclist and move your feet in a circular motion, raising your thighs up until they are parallel to the round, and driving your knees up
and down (rather than reaching out).
Land Efficiently

Land on your forefoot and focus on pushing off from your toes to propel yourself forward.
Drive your arms
Hold your arms at a 90 degrees angle and drive elbows backward to create momentum, moving up to your chin and back towards your bottom.
Shorten your stride
Focus on speed not distance when you spring. You’ll run faster, and more efficiently by taking short, quick strides.
Kick Bottom
As you push off from the forefoot and toes, bring your heels up toward your bottom- but don’t actually kick yourself!
Breathe
Relax and synchronise your breathing to the rhythm of your feet. You’ll reduce wasted energy from muscle tension.
TRAINING IDEAS
Perform Rolling Starts
Start by walking, and increase your speed every 10 seconds until you reach a sprinting speed.
Flips and Skips
Sprinting involve a lot of pushing off of the ground to propel you forwards, so skipping and gymnastics is a good way of incorporating different
skills and sports to improve sprinting.
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Nutrition
A healthy diet will contribute to you being a healthier, and
better, athlete.
There is no denying it, all professional athletes ensure they eat well! They really do eat a lot! But they make sure it is a healthy diet with a
focus on naturally found food! At school you have learnt about the Healthy Living Plate, and it is important to consider that when wanting to
become a healthier, and better, athlete.
Simple changes can make all the difference, replace crisps or chocolate snacks with fruit or even switch fizzy drinks for water. Don’t worry
about doing it all the time, but try to be aware of the things your body can use and the things your body doesn't want!
The plate below is a guide to a good diet for someone who loves their sport - however it isn't a set of rules! Have that delicious pudding, enjoy
that party food, just be aware of the foods which your body needs to be able to compete in sport well. Eating very well a few days leading up
to a competition can make you run, and jump, faster, and further!
TASK:
On the next page, find a recipe for a dinner or lunch which would be perfect to have before competing in a competition.
Write it up - maybe we will be able to make it in school before a competition!
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My Recipe:
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How to run further!
Here are some tips on improving your longer distance running, try some out at home and in school and see how you
start to improve!
There are LOADS of tips here, and it will all make you a better longer distance running., but do not over do it.
Mimicking!

Training too hard, too often, will not make you a better runner.

This is rule number one for long distance running, how far do you want to run? How fast do you want to run it in? Then you need to aim for
that target every single attempt. Unless you aim to run (or jog) the entire distance, you won’t ever be able to do it! Your body will adapt over the
weeks to cope with you trying to hit your targeting - making it easier for you!
Don’t aim over your target
If you are aiming to get to a certain target, don’t try running further than your target for now. Worry about finishing your chosen distance at your
best speed, and then increase your speed if you can! Do not worry about increasing the distance.
Warm up properly
Start every run with walking and slow running for 5 minutes minimum, if you are taking on a longer distance (like cross country) then 10
minutes of this will be required to ensure your body is ready to go.
If something hurts
If something has hurt two days in a row, when you are running, then don’t run for a few days. There is plenty to do in this booklet, and to help
teachers run your sessions. If something is hurting a little bit, it can soon turn into a bigger injury. Pushing yourself through a small injury can
turn it into a worse injury!
Wind!
No, I’m not talking about Mr. Parkinson! If the wind is behind you, it will make you faster. If the wind is blowing into you, it will make you
slower. Remember this when trying to beat your time, you’ll struggle to beat your best time when running into the wind!
Sleep well!
Actual scientific studies showed that those who slept well, run further! If you’ve done lots of running one day, get an earlier night than usual to
allow your body chance to rest.
Even Paced
Try to keep an even pace throughout the entire race, even pace doesn't mean your fastest - but it certainly doesn't mean your slowest either!
TRAINING IDEAS
Hills!
Running shorter distances up hills can make MASSIVE differences in your ability to run longer distances on the flat. Highdown is a good place to
try it out locally.
Beaches!
Another place to get better at longer distance running is at the beach. Running up and down the beach from the
waves to the top of the stones can be just as effective as running up the downs!
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How to throw further
Here are some tips on improving your throwing techniques, try some out at home and in school and see how you start
to improve!
If you just use your arm to throw the ball, you won’t generate enough force to throw it as far as possible
Chain of movements
Throwing a ball is a chain of movements which begin with your leg, then moving through to your hips and core and finally your shoulder.
Variety of equipment
Work out which is your best throwing discipline, and focus on beating your personal best in that activity before moving on to a different throwing
discipline.
Strength
To throw a decent distance, you must make sure you do exercises which strengthen your leg and shoulder muscles in particular.
Angles!
The optimum throwing angle across the variety of disciplines is 45 degrees - which is half of
a right angle (see picture).
Wind!
Wind is a factor in lots of athletics events, and obviously throwing is one of them. Remember,
it is very difficult to beat your personal best throw when throwing into the wind.
TRAINING IDEAS
The Stretch
Complete a full body stretch before throwing
The Motions
Practice the chain of movements that you intend to do before throwing, slow-mo style!
Other exercises good for throwers:


Skipping



Squats



Press Ups



Sit Ups



Sprinting
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How to jump further
Here are some tips on improving your jumping techniques, try some out at home and in school and see how you start to
improve!

Standing Long Jump Tips
Jumping off of two feet, and landing on two feet, is vital to
succeeding in the standing long jump.

Landing Carefully
Remember, if you land badly and fall it will affect your distance recorded. The measurement is taken from the further
back body part that touches the mat! So if you are going to
fall, then fall forwards!
Strength
To jump further, you must make sure you do exercises which strengthen your leg and core muscles in particular.

Angles
The optimum jumping angle for the standing long jump and triple jump - which is half of a right angle.
Bendy
Bending your knees and building up momentum will be key to improving your jumping distance..
Standing Triple Jump Tips
6 Key Tips
1.

Maintain an upright upper torso throughout the movements

2.

Ensure that the hop and step landings are on to a flat foot

3.

Ensure that the landings (and take offs) are balanced and coordinated
- you are looking for a fluid movement

4.

Ensure you DRIVE into the next movement with power

5.

Extend your arms use them to coordinate rhythm and balance

6.

When completing the second movement (the step) make sure you land preparing your self for the big jump at the end

Landing
Landing on two feet is the most stable way to land, and will reduce the likelihood of you falling backwards and reducing your recorded distance.
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What is the Vertical Jump?
Here are some tips on improving your jumping techniques, try some out at home and in school and see how you start to
improve!

The Vertical Jump

First of all stand next to the wall, and jump as high as you can raising your hand onto the vertical jump measuring board.
Exercises
Jumping on and off boxes! Practice for 30 seconds at a time.
Bench jumps on and off as quick as possible to improve your spring.
Jump squats are also good for the same reason.
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What is the Long Jump
Here are some tips on improving your jumping techniques, try some out at home and in school and see how you start to
improve!

The Long Jump


Fast run up



Count your steps when practicing to calculate best jumping point



Lift both your legs, so they are almost vertical (look at the picture below for more tips)



Push your arms backwards to propel you forwards, but make sure they are back in front of you before landing

Exercises
1.

Jumping on and off boxes! Practice for 30 seconds at a time.

2.

Jump squats are good for improving your spring.

3.

15m Sprints

4.

Jumping on a trampoline and trying to replica the leg lifts can be useful
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Relay Racing
Want to get better at the most exciting of all the athletics events?

Double up your runs!
Being able to comfortably sprint twice the distance you are required to
sprint for the relay race will not only improve your overall fitness, but also
the power you can put into a smaller distance
Check your target!
What is your target time for the distance you are going to be sprinting?
Match it and beat it!
Warm up properly
Like with any sport, a full warm up with dynamic stretches will improve
the effectiveness of your body’s muscles and also lessen the chance of an injury.

Practice change overs
When passing over the baton, remember to hold the baton at the bottom and pass the top of the baton into the next runner’s hand.
Developing your baton change over techniques








Practicing baton change overs using cones
Practice baton change overs by walking and then jogging before running
Shuttle relays can be useful
Practice passing and receiving the baton with both hands
Practice baton changes on a bend as well as straight
Practice yelling GO when handing baton over

Although this image shows 100m, the track you run at school is
50m per section. The relay run at school competitions is usually
closer to 100m.
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Sporting Success!
Recognition of achievement from the Orchards Junior School Athletics Programme

Congratulations to__________________________________________________
on becoming a
Gold Standard Athlete
In__________________________________________________________________
Signed:________________________

Date:________________________
@athleticsforprimary

Sporting Success!
Recognition of achievement from the Orchards Junior School Athletics Programme

Congratulations to__________________________________________________
on becoming a
Silver Standard Athlete

In__________________________________________________________________
Signed:________________________

Date:________________________
@athleticsforprimary
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Sporting Success!
Recognition of achievement from the Orchards Junior School Athletics Programme

Congratulations to__________________________________________________
on becoming a
Bronze Standard Athlete
In__________________________________________________________________
Signed:________________________

Date:________________________
@athleticsforprimary

Sporting Success!
Recognition of achievement from the Orchards Junior School Athletics Programme

Congratulations to__________________________________________________
on becoming a
Level Two Standard Athlete

In__________________________________________________________________
Signed:________________________

Date:________________________
@athleticsforprimary
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